Worksheet 10. Verbs: Present time

Complete each sentence with a verb from the word pool. Write the correct form of the verb in the blank space. One of the verbs belongs in two sentences.

√ cook    crawl    hate    hear    know    leave
like    listen    pay    √ smell    talk    think    want

1. A: Mm! This kitchen smells good! What are you cooking?
   B: A turkey with apples and onions around it.

2. A: Do you want more potatoes?
   B: Yes, please. They’re delicious! I like them very much.

3. A: Are you talking to someone on the phone?
   B: No. I listen to my messages.

4. A: Shh! What’s that noise? Is something crawling around on the roof?
   B: A noise? I (negative) hear a noise.

5. A: Why is Louise leaving her job?
   B: Because she wants it.

6. A: Sandy, where’s the meeting? Do you know where?
   B: I’m not sure. I believe that it’s in Brenda’s office.

7. A: David, you’re not paying attention! You’re daydreaming again!
   B: Oh, sorry, Carla. I’m thinking about my vacation.